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Speech communication theorists have defined certain
rhetorical characterietiss that may improve the use and produdtion. of
written texts. In order to determine whether social studies textbooks

. have rhetoricalcharacteristicscontaining bot*content information
and the author's attitudes toward it--and whether theie
characteristics have the desired'positive effects on students, two

"studies were conducted. A typology of metad4cour#e was used to`
' describe 'the types and amounts of informational and at,itudihal .

discourse in nine social Studies texts for students from third grade
to collage level and nine texts written by social scientists for1
adults, ranging from nonacademic to academic petiodicals and
monographs. Findings showed consistent differences in the use of

* informational and att'itudinal metadiscourse,' with nontextbooks using
- more attitudinal metadiscourse and appearing more Lively than

.

textbooks. In the second study, with 120 sieth graders,;a chapter.
from a social studies textbook was modified by adding. informational
and attitudinal metadiscourse and interpersonal voice as variables to
determinktheir effects' on retention and attitude. No overall
significant main effects were-found, although results indicated that
metadiscourse was helpful for some subgroups of students, dependi'rtg
AM whether' interpersonal, voice wasv used. (Tables. and diagrams are

.

included, )% (DF)
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ABSTRACT
F

.

Metadiscourse was e4lored an authcr's'presence in text} and its ben its

'far improvig social studie6 textbooks andschildren's learhin and attitudes.

Metadiscourse involves arpectS of text that af fect autnor/reActer'relationships,

the .nterpeesonal functidn,of language% ,A rhetorical' textbook, one that

including 6oth: interpersonal and ideational aspects', -focuses on the communica-

tiveact of writing/reading. 'Viewpoints fug, rhetoric end literary/film

theory`, sociolipguistics,Nand educationc have been employed in this study. The . .

. studj, consists of.6veral components and researc tneth6cIsi A historicalreview .

,... . . .. ..
N

of diffkrent Perspectives in revealed shifts in perceptionslOf proper author .

. .

J i- '.

roles and discrore-d-eonverging vir 9f a more primary role`-for authors and
. .

.acceptance of interpersonal voice and author commentary as legitimate rhetori-

ca4 devices. 4

Sevettl clap fication systems were used to develop' a'typology of, metad(is-

course with two broad categories, infonoational and attitudinal. Using tii4s

typology, a descriptive study of metadiscourse use in social studies textbooks- .
A

antnontextbooks found consistent differences in the way informational and

attitudinal metadiscauese.were.used; nontextbooks used more attitudinal mpta-t

discourse and appeared moreitlively than textbooks.

-4n an'expeiimenta study with sixth graders,' :chapter from a typical social

studies textbook was modified by adding inforcational and attitudinal metadis-,

course and interpetsonal voice as variables in order,Lo investigate their

effects on retention and attitude. No overall significant main effects were

found, but differential significant effects were found for subtests and sub-

groups.. The voice vari,dtle and high vs. low comfort subgroups were critical

factors. Explanations are given for the lack of certain expected effects, and

the issues concerning metadkscourse use are discussed.
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Language arcs and content area educators and'parents have many goals

for children in 'school,
.°
some of *Mich include: 1) leaning how to learn,

1

2) learning content area reading and writing strafe 3) learning the

content, and 4) devetaping positive attitudes both. toward learning and

toward the content learned. But many children have trou,ble in all these

areas. Apparently, the transition from basai readers.to social studies

and science textbooks-is particularly difficult, as documented in several

sources. Evidence comes from classroom observatift, teacher-student

interviews, and parent surveys (Crismore, 1981), ftom largefselale assess:-

ment tests of proivetsJdn social studies, reading comprehension, and

.

writing (NAEP, 1978) and'from empirical studies (Dixon, 1978), that social

studies textbooks are difficult to understand and remember, and anxiety
-

writing

-

producing for Many children.

. One of thea,reasons that children find reading and wrtV..ng ocial
/

studies texts so difficult may be that textbooks do not foster the skills

needed for learn'ing (Crismore, 1982). Because of the unfamiliarity of

topics and text conventions and because the amount and complexity of social
, r t

studies reading and writing steadily increases throughout the grades, it is

important that children acquire the skills they need to understand and
- J

remember the information presented, in their textbooks and to produce their

own informative texts. To 4o this, they need textbooks with text character-

istics that foster these skills.

Specialists in social studies as well as parents and educators .consider

it important for' children to develop positive attitudes toward social studies
.

and the reading and writing of social studies texts (Daly, in press:

Mikulecky, 1977;,Tierney & Crismore, 1983). Yet many students find social

I
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studiet textbooks d.u)1 And uninderesting 941:61 therefore do iiEtleor no

social studies retakng beyond the required textbook Assignements (itzgerald,
.1

1979) and do almost no social studies.writipg. In order to develop positive

attitudes toward social studies, incldding a desire to'read and write about 1

it, students nded textbooks that th(Lf1451 intere:Og and engaging.

If.authors,.publishers, And educators intend that textbooks nougply

survive 41 also inerease,in use'and effectiveness, then some fundamental

' changes may need to take,place concerning the notion of what a content-area .

textbook should be. It may belthat the preset social, studies textbooks,'

becau4e of certain text characteristics are uninteresting to students not

pull

only causing them to read less but also making it less likely that they will

.understand the,significance.bf what the author.s/jditors are saying or per-

4-ceive the textbook-as a Model for their own content writing'. In addition,
- . - -it may be that some children approach, social studies reading and writing

with a great deal of anxiety for various reasons. perhaps these anxious
I

children need a textbook quite,different from their present one in order to

reach their potenti4 al inSthat coneerit area.,

Although sbcial studies textbooks are emphasized in this invest,igation,.

they ire only examples. Whatis said about social studies textbooks, applies

to most other 'textbooks and coffiputer software as well.

II.- RHETORICAL TEXTBOOKS AS SOLUTION

Speech communication theorists (Bradley, 1981; Ehninger, MunKoe &

Gronbeck, 19/8) have defined certain rhetorical characteri§tics of effective

spoken texts that may'advance the goals of learning from written texts and

'producing written texts. There are a number of effective rhetorical text

charactc4istics that may advance the goals including point of view, unity,

otzt COPY AVAILABLE
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,'coherence, structure, development,. ethphasiste tone, learner approprilteness,J4
, .

-,.
.

an author/learner relatipnship, and Author credibility and personaliEy.
,..

. .

\ . '-- 4
I

Speech communicative theorists suggest that communication can be enhanced )1".

.. ..
,

by having a rather elaborate preview and/orfintroduction to the material to
. ,

be read, together with an 'explicitly stated Firpose/goal. They would also
.

include a discourse topic, controllingnidoa or thesis for thescourse

topic, a rationale.or.justification for the controlling ideas and purpOses
.

(in other wards, a complete communicationiplan for the text), a body and

'conclusion. BeC"ause young, children's learning may be limited by theii.'

memory and:lack of prior knowledge abouA academic oral and AFitten texts,,

these characteristics are'copidered particla,yy critical Cot...them. These
. .1 ft,

theorists also suggest. that messages are better undefstood and more effec-
......1

% . .1114- .

tive when the communicator takes a stance and gives directions to the

audience for understanding this,point of view.

The.question to be considervd, then, is whgthe presently available.

social studies textbooks love ehetorical,char4cteristics, and if they do not,.

whether that may be one reason fOr their failure to have the positive effects

on students that we would Like them to have. A textbook which does show

these characteristiEs will lbe referred to as a rhetorial textbook. A\

rhetorical textbook would A one that communicates both the dpsired content
.

information andthe author's attitudes toward it. t reflects a concern not

only for the message but also for hot:; it is presented, .the massage source

(the author), and the message receivers/reactors the readers). Extra01a-
,

tihg from speech communication research, it was hypothesized that a rhetori-
v7 ,

cal social studies text would result in more' effectiive communication of
4

#

ideas, thy' development of moro osit ive attitudQs, and a modelrhat qildren

could use when they write about social studies for teachers or peers. It is

ii BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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.... imperative that textbook style be investigated as a actor in the develop-
.

,
...

l
.

. ment of .ading.and writing abilities, anxieties and attit.udqIs. The inves- .

.

tigatian would best be carried out n two stages:1 A descriptive study of
4

rhetorical characteristics social studies' textbooks and an experimental study

'

of a rhetorical social stydtes textbook.
f

I

Metadiscourse As A Rhetorical Device

Metadiscourse can be defined as the 'rbetoeical act of discoursing about

the spoken or written discouise. This rhetorical act results in a level of

" *discorse that adds nbthitig to the propositional content. Although some

a!:thors write only primary level discourse (discourse with only propositional

coatentY, many others write dis "ourse with a metadiscourse level added to the

7.

.pripary level. Metadiscoursecalls attention to the communicative speech act.

itselfeandtgnals the presence pf the authorr(Williams, 1981).

Metadisc9urse then is what literary critics rerer to'os authorial 4

intrusi6n. We see it used in the "dear reader" statements for adults

Hen°, Fielding's Joseph Andrews, published fp 1742 as one of the earliest

novels, and in contemporary novels such as The Frenh Lieutenant's Iloman by

John Fowles, and.for children in Miss Mulock's The Little Lame Prince,. In

4
.nonfiction we see it in The Federalist Papers, The Declaration of Ind'ependence,

Oscar Handlin't; Pulitzer Prize-winning isitory monograph, The Uprooted, and

V:M. hi5tory arid geography...textbooks written for children. Table

I presents examples of metadiscourse.

Insert Table 1
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF METADISCOURSE AND SIGNALING

6

Althoughya few discoqrSe analysts'have seudiFd Metadiscoukse as it is,

used in spoken and writlen discourse (Lautamattil, I' Ragan & Hopper,,; 1981;
ti

Schiffrin, 198d), only one researcher, Vande Kopp . "),ha5 experimentally
% 4

10' 1 .

Man4putated metadiscourse as such. Imadditior. to Vande Kopile's study,

\

several studies by Mayer and h'er associates have investigaTed the extent. to

which sgrialing (metadiscourse which would be..classified as text connectives

.1, and illocutionary markers by Lautamatti,and Vande Kopple in their system) hOs

an effect on readers' recall of propositional content and the effeL.s of

S

4'signaling on cognitive: capacity during reading.

The experimental studies which were reviewed did not show many general

effects,ofmetadiscourse or signaling on readers' tong-term recall of pro-

positional content. Perhaps this was because they explored only a few of the

possible kinds of metadiscourse., The studies investigated the effects of

too

metadiscourse/signaling on high school-students and adults, but did not

invest,iateeffects of metadiscourse/signaling on readers in eleffientary

school.

In short, these studies point up the need to learn more mbOtt metadis-

course in order to be more precise in defining iNlassifying its types, and

manipulating it in appropriate amounts and locations basedon the rhetorical
.

situation a reader characteristics. It is clear that much remains to be

learned about the complex concept of metadiscourse and the materials and

measures needed to explore it further.

The next suction preseks the results of.two empirical studies. The

first study investigates the extent td which metadiscourse and authorial

voice i% found in conventional 5ociaT studies textbooks and in unconventional
4z.

social studies texts. The second study is an experimental study which

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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investigates the effects of three aspects of metadiscourse on readers'

) i
,

retention of information and,their emotional reactions to the manipWatedI g

text.

The final section discusses what was learned in the process of studying

metadiscourge and voice and,luggest.1 educqtional implicatidns anitfuture

directions for research in th,,i-s area.

% .

. i .1 , 41 .. 1.

6, ' STUDY It A STUDY OF METADISCOURSE pgi IN SOCIAL TEXTS,

$

.
.

,

lie purpose of this'study was.to describe the type and amounts of each

type of-informational aad attitudinal metadiscourse in connected discourse,
s

' , -
. .

-)based on a systematic analysis of nine social.sciesice-texts written for .

.
_.,.,

....

students ranging in 1evyl from.thi grade:to college undergraduate and nine

r
%Pl.*

ti

social science texts written by historians, political scientists, anOrapolo:

f

gists and othef/socLal scientists for intelligefit adults, ranging from non-

academic periodicals and monographs to academic journals and books, The use
1

1o informational and attitudinal subtypes of metadiscourse by social studies

writers was studied. It attempts to answer foutr.questions: 1) Are there

differences in the amount and types of metadiscourse used b social studies

writers in'materials used,for school and non-school purposes?., 2) Are there

diffeienees in the amount and,t, ypes of metadiscourse used in social science

textbooks
4
across frade levels? 3) Are there differences among publishers

of social science testbooks on the same grape level? Or for the same pub-
.

lisher on different_ grade levels? 4) Are there differences in the amount
a.

and types of metadiscourse used by nontextbook social science Aters who

write for different audiences?,,

The partial typology devised 'earlier was used to explore metadiscourse

u5 in social studies texts written for your students anc; written for adult' .

populations. Mtadiscoucae was classified as either informational metadis-

a
f
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course (metadiscourse which dealt with the propositional content or'the text

itself),or attitudinal metadiscourse (metaditcourse which dealt with author's

attitudes toward the content orrreaaers).

The chunks of text analyzed range in length from 1,000 words in the

third grade text to 1,000 words in the high school andcollege textbooks

and nontextbook samples. The unit of analysis was 'whole discourse chunk '

such as a unit, chapter, or article. Because the length of units or chapters

increases through the grades, for textbooks, and because initial chapters.

might differ in length from middle or final chapters, .the selection of units

or chapters.varied in number and location: Each unit, chapter or article
.

was examined and analyzed for instances of the four subtypes of attitudinal

metadiscourse (salience, emphatic, hedges; and evaluatives), In order to

compare textbook instances and nitextbook instances, it was necessary to

use 1,000 word unit as a base, since the text units were not the same length.

While quAntitative informatiOn is necesfrary for indicating the existence

of and relative emphasis given to different metadiscouise types in the sam-

ples, rely quantitative analysis cannot,, however, convey the flavor of the

text Ma This can only be done qualitatively. Thecategories chosen

for quantitative analysis neck qualitative illustration by direct quotation

in order to see presentation style)and patterns of use. In order to assess

the degree of author presence in the text, the poi9t_of view ore "person"-

used for the metadiscourse was also examined.

FINDINGS FOR INFORMATIONAL METADISCOORSE

. The analysis indicated that both textbooks and nontextbooks showed at

least some use of all four ubtypes of metadiscourse. Howyver, there were

qualitative difcerences in the types of informational metadiscourse used

materials for school and.non-school purposes. Typical textbooks used third

10 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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person formulaic expressions and concentrated on(subject 'matter for previews.

and reviews.
A

There were also difjerences in style and content between typical and

atypical publishersAnmetadiscourse §tatements. The typical publishers

focused on the reader, and topics only in a'Standardized format. The pub-

lighers, hewevai, felt free to focus on the author, focused on structure

as well as subject patter, and used more variaty in expressing the metadis-

course. ';here were quite large difference:, in informational metadiscourse

used in texts written for general And specialized audiences. Those written

or the specialized audience (treaders interested in social science or social.

scientists) contained much more informational metadiscourse of all four

type. Very ,lietle informational metadiscourse was used for general audi-'

'fences. Informational metadiscourse seems charactetistic of academidPnon-

textbook writing based on thili small sample.

FINDINGS FOR ATTITUDINAL METADISCOURSE

There were larger differences among books in the use pf attitudinal

metadiscourse than in inforMational metadiscourse as can be seen in Table 2.

A
Nontextbeoks used attitudinal types over five times as often as did the

textbooks. it is interesting that the frequency of using different types of

attitudinal metadiscwire varied in the same way for both nontextbook and.
41,

I.

textbook writers: emphatics -- hedges -- evaluatives. With the

exception of four hedges and one emphatic, no attitudinal metadiscoutse was

used in textbooks for' grades 3-6.. The little attitudinal metadiscourse there
'

was seemed to be used mostly in the'textbooks for grades 7-8.

Insert Table 2

, 11
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It also appeared that there were qualitative differetices in the -way

attitudinal metadiscourse types are used in textbooks and nontextbooks.

Textbooks seem to use them 66 refer to :concrete peOpleorhapPenings in the

primary discourse, while nontextbooks used it-A-e-reer to abstract concepts

as well as concrete phenomena. A second differencd we's the tendency of non-
.

textbook wripers to be present in text in to first person for expressing

lU

attitudinal metadiscourse, while the textbooks preferred more distance and

fitTe77:4

0

used second or third person. A third difference was the large amount of

emphatic and hedges used by nontextbook writers (individually and in pairs)

to argue -their points. Finally, textbook writers used simple evaluatives

only (enchvery few.of them), but nontextbook writers use both simple and'

complex evaluatives.

/

In general, there seemed to be a-trend toward increased use of attitu-

dinal metadiscourse in textbooks from grades74-8 to college. Also, evalua-

tives, a subtype of attitudinal metadiscourse, were used differently en the

college level than on other levels.

The data here suggest that audience does make a difference. Mole

attitudinal metadiscourse of each type was used for the specialized audience

than. for the general audience, but the frequency of use was similar for all

except for saliency. The nontextbook materials for.specialized audiences

contained more than three times as many salience statementsas did the

materials for the general audience.

The findingsfor the surface, stylistic variable metadiscourse have

implications for publishers and consumers of social studies.textbooks. The

use or non-use of metadiscourse may be an indicator of deeper underlying

social pedagogical beliefs and values concerning epistemology and the roles'

' of the teacher, author, student and textbook.,

12
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The study was limited'by the lack of piccisiontthat exists in the

definition of metadiscourse and thejuzzihesi. of the boundaries between the

different subtypes. Another problem is thAt*metadiscourse, like primary
9 .

7

discourse, Caneserve several. functions simultaneously.in A social situation.

Still, clear differences in frequOicy and type of use were observed and

documented, which indicate the charactetistics of normal textbook. writing in

this, rea, and aground work was laid for.further studies of this type.

STUDY 2: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF METADISCOURSE

lw
An exploratory experimental study was carried out in an attempt to

1

learn more about the importance of ,the roles of the 'author metadiscourse.

poiht of view, author/reader relationships, and style for social studies

reading and writing. It was found that. studies of signalinga nd the one

study of metadiscoUrse used adults .r high school students as subjects and

%......ed short passages adapted from iodicals. No one', has yet examined he
/ .

.
. ,

effects of metadiscourse in content area textbooks on. children's \earning.

Tht, general goal of this study was to

N

investigate the effects of meadistourse
4t., \

.on students. 'A more specific goal was to investigate t4e effects of meta
..

,

( / .

4 discourse when it was presented with a combination of first and second person .

voice (interpersonal) vs. third person voice (impersonal) -- 1)on children's

retention of informatrn from longer social studies passages, 2) on children's

use of metadiscoursejand voice in their own social studies writing, 3) on

their attitudes toward the social studies passages and subject matter, and 4)
1

on the interactions of the metadiscourse and voice variables and their level

of co mfort with
t
social studies reading and writing.

Metadiscourse was classified into two general categories, informational

and attitudinal, wi.th subtypes for eqrh. One of the assumptions of studies
4f-

13 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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of language use and social interaction is that language functions to transmit

referential information, as well as to create and sustain expressive meanings.

The assumption in this study,was that not only primary discourse but also

metadiscourse is used for.both referential and expressive ends. Metadiscourse

functions on a referential., informational plane when it serves to direct
v.

readers in how to understand the primary message `by referring to its content

and structure, and to the author's purposes jor goals. This referring can4be

on a global or, local level. Metadiscourse functions on an expressive,

attitudinal and symboyic plane when it serves to direct readers in how to

take the author, at is,how to understauL,the author's perspective or stance

toward the con nt or structure of the primary discol.

The stqdly investigated whether the inclusion of either of these two forms

of metadiscourse, or the use of interpersonal style affdtts: 1) retention of

information from social studies passages, 2,) students' attitudes toward the

passages and the subject matter, and 3) reading time. In additioniTt inves-

tigated whether the effects ofthe variables were intera tive and if so, under

what conditions.

Method Subjects. The subjects were 120 sixth grade children who came
4;lio

.

from white, middle-class families and lived near a large midwestern university.
. 4 ,

They were enrolled in five social studies classes
y17lught by the same teacher

and were homogeneously grouped according to ability as measured by scores in

standardized testy. The
*)

children did not have access to films, workbooks,
.

.

'study guides, or teacher /student discussion on the topic of the passages

studied, and they read theotexperimental materials independently.

materials. The materials selected for the children to read consisted

of three passages of approximately 1,000 words each, taken from chapter six

of the Ginn grade six social studies textbook currently used in the subjects'

1.4 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



classroom. Therhapter concerned the later half of the Middle Ages in
4

Europe. The original passages used for the study were written in third

person voice (except for map references, which were omitted) And none

1

contained informational or attitudinal information.
0

The intent was not to rewrite the content of the original text, but e,

p

to add metadiscourse in the form of words, phrases, or clauses, and to
x

modify the voice. Informationil metadilsicourse was.added to the text OKI

tiro levels, global and local. On the global level, metadiscourse was

Added by attaching an elaborate preview and conclusion to each passage and

V by inserting sentences within the passage which dealt with global aspects

of the passage content. On the local level, metadiscourse was added by

a&aching briefer previews and conclusions to the sub-parts of the passage

and by attaching metadiscourse to the existing sentences.
f

Variables Manipulated. Informational metadiscourse was added on -the-

basis of evidence found in the semantic and structural content of the

-chapter, the unit title, wild the teacher's manual: Attitudinal metadiscourse

was added arbitrarily where it seemed reasonable to do so. Voice was changed

to interpersonal on both global and local metadiscourse where it was appro-

priate for the design. Examples of the three variables in a manipulated

passage can be seen in Table 3.

Insert Table 3

Measures. Several dependent measures were used to explore the effects

of the text maniulation on students' performance and attitudes. A passage

test was used to measure retention of information which -had a number of

subtests. The subtests were designed to test different categories of infor-

4
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mation. Separate subtests measured retention of information, either central,

or peripheral to the message of the passam.4nformation that was not directly

. ,

related to the metadiscourSo, and informa4ion that was directly stated in the
.

metadiscourse.

The overall passage test scores for each If the three'passages had a

high degree of.freliability. The reliability coeffiCient (Cronbach's Alpha) .

for each passage was: passage 1, .82; passage 2,. .81; and passage 3, .80. -

The second measure, was the Attitude measure which consisted of a series
kr?

DE 14 jUdgment items fc- whiCh students rated: 1) their preference for the

manipulated textcompared.to their regular text, 2) the&,attitude toward the

author, designated as "Pat," and 3) their level of interest in the Middle

Ages. 'ThirtOn items used a five point nominal scale -5), and one item

used a.three point nominal scale (1-3)% The intercorre tional data indicated

that eleven of the items were highly intercorrelated and that three items were
'Nk

consistent in their ratings across four administrations of the test.
2

Two instruments, one cognitive and one affective, were devised as

%AY

Pretests and pilot tested with aigroup of sixth grade children from.another

state. The first was a background knowledge test, and the second an affec-
t)

tive social studies comfort index (SSCI), which %las also administered as a

postte'st. The pilot test data indicated the test scores showed wide,varia-

bility for the children chosen for the piloting and seemed to have goad face

validity.

Design.' The design waa 2x2x2x3 (voice x attitude x informatipn x

passage) factorial with repeated theasures on the passage and attitude tests.

. .

Each subject was assigned to a particular expeirimental condition and thus
4

read all three passages in the same condition and in the same order.

Subjects were placed in eight equal groups by first stratifying the
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subjects on the basis of standardized rip% comprehension scores obtainddi

from school records (Stanford Achievement Test, 1973), and then within each

stratified level, randomly assigning students to .conditions.

Subjects were given the two types of pretests on Day 1. After pre-

,
testing was complvte0, the subjects were told that the experimenter had a

*
4

friend, Pat, who was writing a new social studies Cextbook,fokr sixth, graders
Oh

.

and needed their advice for writing a teWbook that was easy and interesting

to read and learn from. They Wer.e.,,told that trhey would have the oppoytunity

to read part of chat book'over the next four days.
.1, ,

Results. Total passage test score. A three-way analysis of variance

was performed on the total passage test score data, using total scores across-

. the...three passages. The three factors were the presence vs. absence of infor-

mational mtadiscoUrse, attitudinal metadiscourse, and interpersonal voice.

No main effects or interactions ere significant for the passage test overall.

Passage subtest scores. Next, a series of afialyses of variance wps

performed on the passage subtest scores. This approach was justified, since

the passage test wasInot alpormal comprehensionor retention test, and the

subtests were of rather different types, some dealing with passage structure,

some with author attitudes, and some With stated content.

In order to investigate the ffects of two individual difference dimen-

sions, the subjects were divided at the median score on the vocabulary test

(median . 76.83), taken as an intelligence measure, and on the SSCI (median

20.86), taken as an affective measure. For each of thise groups, a 2x2x2

ANOVA was performed on each of the suftest scores, (Tier to find out whether'

. for that group, the three variables of the study had an effect on that sub-

score.

There were relatively few significant main effects, and most of these
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were related to stusients scoring higher on a subtest when the information

being, tested was rectly stated or repeated in the added metadiscourse.

Most noteworthy --was the lack of effects which might be expected considering

the extensive manipulation performed on the three passages with the variables.
0

Even the type of effects just noted were large enough to be 'significant for

oply'some ofthe,subgr8ups. The presence of informational discourse, which

.?:7)

gave information kbout the structure of the passage and author.striategies,

did not raisb scores on the structure (DAS) subtest, which tested for, awace-
,

ness and retention of this type of information, suggesting that the students
\

did not remember this type of information. There was little evidence that

the Pftkormational or attitudinal. metadiscourse raised or lowered the scores

for retention of information that was not manipulated (i.e. stated, repeated,'

or emphasized) by,the added metadiscourse. Finally, 'the effects of inter-

personal voice were minimal.

The results of significant two-way interaction effects presented in

Figures 1 and 2 seem to indicate that alsing interpersonal vs. impersonal

voice differentially affects students spo are more vs. less at ease in reading

and writing about, social studies materials. Interpersonal voice helps the

low comfort students when informational metadiscourse is present, and hurts

the high .omfort students under the same conditions. Further, as seen in

Figure 3, interpersonal voile reduces the likelihood that low comfort students

will remember such things as or attitudes. While the pattern of the sig-

nificantnificant ree-way interaction is complex, the data indicate particularly good
. ,

-,0

retention in the conditions where interpersonal voice and informational meta-

discourse are either presdht together or both missing, and particularly poor

performance when either of these is.present alone. In addition, the presence

of attitudinal metadiscourse results in moderate scores: groups at either the
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high or low end tend to be those. without attitbdinal metadiscoursu.

ATTITUDE MEASURE ANALYSES

Insert Filiures 1,2,3

I
N

Main Effects Overall.. A three -way analysis of variance was performed

on the attitude rating 'data, using total scores across thrI-ee ratings. The

4

three factors werethe presence vs. absence of informational metadiscourse,

attitudina k metadiscourse,and interpersonal voice. Again, no main dffects

or interactions were significant. Next, analyses of variance were crrled

out separately for each cluster defined subscore, using total rating scores
F

across the four ratings as data.. Separate analyses were conducted for all

students and for (our subgroups: students high vs. low on the vocabulary ;

test, and students high vs. low on the comfort index score obtained prior.

to participating in the study.

The three significant main effects indicated that the presence of

.informational metadiscourse decreased the st-udents' rated preforence for

I

social stiltiies texts which used a large number of first and second person

pronouns and opinion words, the presence of attitudinal metadiscourse
1.0

increased the high comfort group inteYest in the Middle Ages somewhat.

There were no main effects for interpersonal voice.

Interaction Effectq. The significant interaction showed., that ler

student' who had both attitudinal and' informational metadiscourse, and those

who did not have either, most preferred having just facts in their social

studies texts. Students who had just one type of metadiscourse were toler-

ant of more opin4ons. Both high and low comfort groups show this pattern,

as well as the high and low vocabulary groups. The most attitude-laden 6exts
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were those with bothertitudinal metadiscourse land Interpersonal voice, and

the students who had these texts were the ones;who indicated the greatept

,

pr4fvence for social studies texts with just facts. The students indicating

the most tolerance for opinions in the text are those who had some exposure

to the interpersonal aspect of-langpage, with eitherattitudinal metadiscourse

or inte
\personal voice, but who did not have exposdreto too much of this

tderpersonal aspect In general,.it appears thh the expeitmental manipula
c

. .

.
.

.

"tions had even less'6ffect on the students' attitudes toward the manipulated

social studies materials than they did on the students' retention bf informa7- /4
)tion from the 'passage.

#.

Reading Time Analyses. The primary result was that lengthening the text

in the manner required by including informational metadiscokmfe produced4
longer reading times. The other variables had little effect. It should be

noted, however, that while the addition of informational metadiscourse

increased the lengq) of the passage from approximately 3,000 words to apptox

imately 6,000 words, an increaseof 100 percent, .this yielded a reading time

increase of only 40 percent. Apparently, .the metadiscourse was read faster.

Discussion. While the informational metadiscourse did seem to have some

beneficial effect, it was dot great, and not necessarily limited to the in--
%

formation on which the metadiscourse focused. Furthermore, the students

seemed to react neither negatively for positively to thus added length and

the suppofedly helpful informational author commentary, in general, as

indicated by their attitude scores.

It was,expected that attitudinal metadiscourse and interpersonal voice

would increase the cVseness of the author/reader relation, .making the text

more interesting and personal to the students. If this occurred, it is not

reflected in their responses on the attitude test since there was no general
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'effect on ratings of how well the students liked the text. their assessment

.
, *6%

of the author, or how :N they liked the subject matter.

On the other hand, there is some indication that there were more local

effects. '`Subgroups differing on the affective measure showed differentes

in their response to 4he use of personal vs.°impersonal voice. It may be

thatthe persbnal style of an author can be helpful to students who are

more. anxious' about their own ability when dealing with certain types of
L '

complexities in the text. 'There is also some indication that students can

react negatively to too much metadiscourse, since students,getting bOth

attitudinal and informationfl metadiscourse were the ones who were least in

.favor of lomger texts on the attitude rating.

In general, most of the effects which were observed were limited to

certain subgroups of students. This suggests that it may be difficult to

make general recommendations about the use of metadiscourse in textbook
4

writing. From the results of current study, it would appear that what

effects the addition of metadiscourse may have are likely to be small and

1

ecific to certain subgroups.

Explanations For The Lack Of Effects.

1. IC may be .that it simply doeSn't have much effe.ct.

2. It maybe that since the students were not used to reading
texts of this sort, thdy simplydid not have the expertential
background to allow them to appreciat., or benefit fromt.

3. It may be thatIsubjects could not adequately respond to the
types of questions that were used to test retention and
effects of the informat:on.

4. It may be that the passage was too difficult for them to
understand and remember on their own, thus the added meta-
discourse simply added to the load on the studnets.

5. It may be that the crucial, facAis not simpl; the presence
of metadiscourse, but what specific type, how it is used and
how much it is used.
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6. It is also possible that an artificial text resulted from
trying to add metadiscourse to an existing, non-well-written
passage. '

7. It is also possible that the instrumen( ts used to measure the
effects of the metadiscourse and voice variables were.inap-

% Propriate for the questions that were asked, insensitive to
Al,, hat was being measured, or not sufficiently reliable or
Ur* valid.

8. Finally, the research method. used may not be anie*propriate
method for investigating the.effects of metadiscourse and vo

CONCLUSIONS

Despite the apparent paucity of firdings, some"aspects of the data are

worth highlightthg. For example, grenpilg students on the basis of. the

afLective measure, the SSCI resulted subgroups who responded differently

to the metadiscourse manipulations. There is a need to further refine and
V

validate the current measure, but it is apparent that future readthg and

writing studies should \include a comfort index as a basis for assessing

individual differences.

...-- -----

--A- second interesting finding was that the primary effect of voice

0I.,

appeared to be that of modulat4ng
,

the effdcts of the6L!tadiscourse viiriabl44,..
I

Thus, while it may have little direct effect on r.:tentiiln, it may affect the
._./'" 1.

a
x

influences of other variables. Future research should explore this possi-

bility, as well.

ISSUES REGARDING METADISCOURSE

Several scholars have pointed out the lack of a firm theoretical basis

needed for studying metadiscourse. At present, the notion of metadiscourse

involves different definitions, terminologies, and conflicting classifica-

tion systems. An important theoretical issue is whether 'content-less'

metadiscourse can be fit into the current models of discourse in the field

of rhtoric. There seems to be a need for somehow integrating the content-

22
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less characteristics of discourse (which wouldliiclude pragmatics and meta=

-

discoursOwiththecontentcharacteristics in a more comprehensive model of

discourse.
0

At present, the discipline of rhetoric, in general, looks favrably
4

4'
. uponlMetadiscourse ai it did during the classical period. Those rhetoricians

worki withi-n a psyclogical, ',John Lockean' fram work during the lateng

..seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries vrpbably ould not have been as.

favorable. .Speeih communication, a sub-branch of rhetoric, regards meta-

discourse as facilitating communication toward metadiscourse but business
1 .

Communication, also a sub-branch of rhetoric, tends to consider it a type of

wordiness. Novelists and critics, once positive during theeeighteenth cen-

tury and the Victorian period, wind then more negative, now seem to consider

metadiscourse a legitimterhetorical technique in fiction. Linguists of

various kinds seem'interested in metadiscourse as a phenomenon and several

edcuationalysychologists regard it as having potential for having positive

effects on learning.

Another issue i4volves the curriculum goals for social studies and

indeed for any other school subject. It is impossible to decide whether

metadiscourse is beneficial or not, even if research studies in the future

find significant effects of metadiscourse on students' performance and

attitudes, without first having a clear understanding of curriculum goals..'''
Value questions cannot be answered except in relatiob to goals.

Metadiscourse raises the issue of epistemology. The field of education

may need to ask Ltself what view of knowledge it should be communicating to

Students - whether it should preseni knowledge as fixed, established, and

to be memorized - or as correctible, participatory, and changing as new

discoveries are made and constantly undergoing debate. Furthermore, there
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are the issues of interpretati.cin and subjectivity, and hoar these relate to

.

social studies.
.

If'historypis interpretation, as historians agree that it

is, but social studies textbooks+ present history as facts using an objec
.

22

.

?

*

tive, scientific approacr., then is this.a spurious objectivity?

Side effects would result if metadiscourse were used in social studies

. textbooks. If a social studies textbook were written by an author with an

overt point of view, the issue is raised to whether that kind of textbook

is appropriate for young children. At present, children are expected to

learn the received wisdom given to them in social studies textbooks, even

though historians admit that Authors are mythmaking. The issue here is

whether it iqrappropriatd to reveal this characteristic of historical

knowledge to children. The lack of metadiscourse in a social studies text

book is an index of the pedagogical assumptions in the field of history and

social studies.

Still other issues that are raised by considering the use of metadis
,

course in textbooks concern the role of the teacher and the tole'of the

learner. If a great deal of metadiscourse is included in the student's

texts as part of the connected discourse in the lesson, does this ta;:Nway

from the contribution the teacher can make? The i;hie is whether textbooks

or teachers should provide the metadiscourse to the children if it is appro

priate to use metadiscourse. And there is also the issue of whether adding

metadiscourse to textbooks decreases the active role of the reader in reading,

understanding, and remembering the text. If nothing is, left for the reader

to do in terms of organizing the information, does this reduce active learning

from the text?

. The results of the experimental study indicated that metadiscourse was

helpful for certain subgroups of students, depending on whether interpersonal

24
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voice was used or not. This raises the issue of whether the single,

sndardized textbook approach that is commonly used in schools today for

reasons of economy and efficiency car-r,tr justified. The multi-text approach,

with different-'groups of students using texts Written in different ways

(that is, with different amounts or kinds of,metadiscourse assistance) might
PM.

be justified if future studies find the kinds of individual differences

observed j.a the experimental' study reported here.

The study failed to find that students were more interested in a text

with a personalized author or in the subject hatter, but this finding, too,

raises the issue of whether it is poisible to learn much about interest,

attitudes or acceptability of texts until a theory for these affective

dimensions is developed.

The children in the study, in general, did not seem to prefer social

studi,es textbooks with an author's opinion over a social studies textbook

that was factual. The critical issue, though, may not be whether students

prefer a textbook with an author who has a point of view and who uses

attitudinal metadiscourse, but whether try need it. With hedges and

emphatics removed, for instance, students have no grounds to judge the truth

or confidence ofasseptions and may be too impressed by the text.

The issues and questions that were raised as result of the study of

metadiscourse make clear the fact that the issues go beyond the research

questions asked in this study. Metadiscourse is but the tip of the iceberg

in the general question of what a theory of education should be. Many sub-
.

leties are involved if an author decides to use metadiscourse, for the

decision to use or not u-e metadiscourse relates to a whole array of other

issues regarding the philosophy of knowledge and psychology of learning.
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'TABLE 1 o'

EXAMPLES OF TEXTS WITN.NETADISCOORSE*

0'

1. I shall now roceed tO a1 these observations to the work before us: for indeed I have

set them down principally to obviate sane constructions which th-good-maturemoof mankind,

who are always forward to see theiijriende:virtuei` recorded, may put to particular parts.

I question not big several of my readers will know the lawyer in the stage-coach the

moment they hear his voice. It is likewise odd but the wit and the prude meet with same

OT their acquaint, as well as all the rest of my characters. To prevent, th?efore,

any-such maliCious applications, I declare here, once for all, I describe not men, but

manners;.,not an individual, but a species. Perhaps it will be answered. Are not the

...:_x,haracters then takenfrom life? -

. Henry F4elding Andrews

2. In this work, however, I wished to regard the subject from an altogether different Rpint

of view. immigration altered America. But it also altered'the immigrants. And it is the

ef.EL-1enewcrscate Of.their arduous transplantation that I have tried to stu 4K.

I have tried historically to trace the impact of separation of the disruptiOn in the.

lives-and work of,people who left one world.to adjust to a new. .

Oscar Handlin -- The Uprooted

3. ... To me it seems no genetic accident that Polynesians, as a race are large and

powerful people...I felt that if a voyaging canoe were built and sailed today, it would

function as a cultural catalyst and inspire the revival of almost-forgotten aspects of.

Hawaiian life.
,Herb Kane -- National Geographic

4.. I'm going to tell you the causes oc the Renaissance. Let me begin with the fall of

Constantinople. The Turk-Moslems tried once more to conquer Constantinople. This time

they had won. Merchants, painters, teachers, and tradeiviefled to Italy, Spain, and '

Rome. This was the beginning of the Renaissance. The Re ssance was the time when

people had more interest in art. Famous painters were born during this time, such as,

Raphael, Michaelangelo, Leonard De Vinci and D'Este. Leonardo Da Vinci painted the

painted the famous unknown woman called the Mona Lisa. Michael Angelo was a sculptor

as well as a painter. He carved a beautiful statue know as the Angel. That is the

statue I admire most of all. If ou ve ever seen the lovel thi ou will understand

why. These lovely works of art are priceless. Let's now het to during the

Renaissance. Nobles were in more demand for art. They hired painters to paint for then.

This is why more people wanted edcation, and schools grew. I think you would find the

Renaissance very interesting.

..-

Cinny HendeAn, 6th grader

a model text written for

other 6th graders

AMetadiscourse is underlined
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TABLE 2

INFORMATIONAL AND ATTITUDINAL AND TOTAL METADISCOURSE

USED FOR ALL SOCIAL STUDIES TEAS

Text Type
Total a
Words

(with
Metadiscourse Type
frequency per 1000 Vords)

Total
MetadiscourseInformational Attit /nil

40 Textbooks 129,000 1.17 .81 1.98

Nontextbooks 77,000 1.85 4.32 6.17

Typical Textbooks 82,000 .55 .78 1.33

Typical Nontextbooks b6,000 .47 3.70 .4.17

Atypical textbooks 47,000 2.26 3.11

Atypical nontextbooks 11,000 10.18 8.09 18.27

All typical texts 148,000 .51 1.08 2.59

All ftypical texts, 58,000
.

d3.76 2.22 5.98

Typical textbooks 82,000 .55 .78 1.33

Atypical textbooks /47,000 2.26 .8.5 3.11

Typical nontextboOks 66,000 .47 3.70-. 17

Atypical noptextbooks 11,000 10.18 8.09 18.27

a

)

approximate
.00

(.?

4,

4/41i

2 7

. .

4

41,4,

4
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\TAtILE 3

EXAMPLES OF MANIPULATION*

111111111100, 11
An Excerpt from Passage 1 with Interpersonal Volce

VAI

In Part One I review for you the early Middle Ages. The way I do this is by describing

what life was like during that time. The main idea'l am trying t4 get across to you here is

that the early Middle Ages was a time without/learning and freed7 for most people.

I th4lik it unfortunate that [during the early.Middle Ages imost Europeans' uvw little

about other parts of the world.] I also find it unfortunate thdtItheir lives were ruledsby

,the promises that wer$ part of the feudal system.]

VAi

I think it unfortunate that [during the early Middle AgeCmost'Europeann knew little

about other parts of the world.] I also find it unfortunate that [their lives were ruled by

the promises that were part of the feudal system.]

Val

26

In Part One I review for you the early Middle Ages. the way I do'this is by describing

what life was like during that time. The main idea I an trying to get across to you here is

that the early Middle Ages was a time without learning and freedom for most people.

[Curing the early Middle Ages, most Europeans knew little about other parts of the world.

Their lives were ruled by the promises that were part of the4cudal system.]

Vat

I found that [during the early Middle Ages, most Europeans knew little about other parts

of the world. Their lives were ruled by the promises that were 'parf.of the feudal system.]

* Capital 1Ptters indicate presence of Interpersonal Voice (V), Attitudinal (A), or Informa-

tional Metadiscdpurse (I). Lower case letters indicate absence of interpersonal voice.(v),

attitudinal voice (a), or infornetional metadiscourse (i).
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Comparisons of 2-way Interactions Voice X Information) for the Low Comfort
4
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LANDSCAPES:A STATF-OF-THE-ART ASSESSHENT OF READINg COMPREHENgION-
RESEARCH 1974-1984 .

Nw

A MESSAGE TO OUR READERS
Avon Colsmore

Prelface

Chapter

Chapter

Chapter

Chillpt*r 4

Chapter 5

PART I: '5R.OLOGUE

1 A TOOL FOR SURVEYING THE LANDSCAPES: THE CASE FOR
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